
Why do we only have two major political parties in the US? 

 

This election years has brought forth many questions about our national political system. Since both 
presidential candidates this year have exceptionally low likability ratings, the most obvious question is: 
Why do we only have two major political parties to choose from? 

The answer is not too complicated. Our voting system is based “plurality,” which means whoever gets 
the most votes wins. Sounds simple, but it is not a plurality of regular votes. It is a plurality of “electoral” 
votes. 

What’s an electoral vote? Electoral votes are based on the number of senators and congressional 
representatives each state has. Every state has two US senators and the number of congressional 
representatives depends on each state’s population. So, smaller states may only have one electoral vote 
and larger states, such as California, have over 50. 

The way most elections work, from President down to local and state elections, is on a winner-take-all 
methodology. So, if the majority of electoral votes in the state are for the Democrat nominee, then that 
nominee gets all the electoral votes. 

This system of plurality lends itself to a two-party system. A French sociologist named Maurice Duverger 
found that when a third party is introduced, they are perceived to be less likely to win, garnering less 
than a quarter of the votes if they’re lucky. So, people tend to place their vote in the hands of a 
candidate who has a chance of winning, even though that candidate doesn’t fully represent their ideals. 

The two major parties also play a role in deciding who is even allowed to put their name on the ballot. 
The US uses the Australian ballot for deciding elections. The Australian ballot is also called the secret 
ballot and is distributed by the government. Prior to the Australian ballot, each political party distributed 
their own ballots, which lent itself to corruption-ripe elections. The major political parties who control 
the government have great control over the government-distributed ballot and can impose large filing 
fees, stringent requirements, and even bans on potential third-party candidates. 

We have had several different political parties throughout our nation’s history, but they have always 
operated in a two-party system. We started with Federalists vs. Republicans (aka Democratic-
Republicans), Jacksonian Democrats vs. Whigs, then Republicans vs. Democrats. 

The US has seen the emergence of several strong third parties such as the Know-Nothings, Liberal 
Republicans, and People’s Party, but none have ever come close to replacing the two major parties. 

So, how can we change our two-party system? It appears that we have only two options: 1) change the 
winner-take-all policy of our elections or 2) change the parties themselves. It has been done before. The 
Jeffersonian Republicans and Whigs both fell apart post-wars, so it is possible that, with leadership 
change, we can change the ideals and policies of the current policies. 

We may be closer than we think to changing the parties. Bernie Sanders hold on the Democrat Party and 
Donald Trump procuring the Republican nomination mean that change is coming to both parties. They 
were both strained from their typical positions with these two candidates. 

So, who knows, maybe the next generation will be different. 
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